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popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital
technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle popular mechanics inspires instructs and
influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or
the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the
modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is
the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle total car care is the most complete step by step automotive repair manual you ll ever use all repair procedures are supported by
detailed specifications exploded views and photographs from the simplest repair procedure to the most complex trust chilton s total car care to give you everything you need to
do the job save time and money by doing it yourself with the confidence only a chilton repair manual can provide popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers
to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest
breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle developments in lubricant technology examines all stages of lubricant formulations production and
applications developments in lubricant technology describes the basics of lubricant formulations and their application in variety of equipment and engines divided into twenty
chapters this book provides an introduction to lubricant technology for users young scientists and engineers desirous of understanding this subject the book covers all major
classes of lubricants including base oils mineral chemically modified and synthetic followed by the description of chemical additives and their evaluation a brief chapter on the
friction wear and lubrication has been provided to understand the behaviour of lubricants in equipment major industrial oils such as turbine hydraulic gear compressor and
metal working fluids have been described automotive engine gear and transmission oils for passenger cars commercial vehicles rail road marine natural gas engines and 2t 4t
small engines have been discussed at length with latest specifications and global trends various synthetic oils and environmentally friendly products have also been described in
the relevant chapters to understand the critical applications of such products in modern equipment and engines finally lubricants blending technology quality control their
storage handling re refining and condition monitoring in equipment have been discussed along with the typical lubricant tests and their significance an important and timely
book that engages a uniquely critical perspective on the liberal ideology of social cohesion from a labour perspective i can think of no other source with the depth of analysis
and range of case studies colin mooers editor of the new imperialists ideologies of empire as working people s lives become increasingly fragmented competitive and unequal
debates about social cohesion capture the unease of contemporary society over growing economic restructuring solidarity first examines the concept and practice of social
cohesion in terms of its impact on and significance for workers in canada it will be of interest to students and scholars in the fields of public policy political science sociology and
labour studies why has chrysler been twice as profitable as gm and ford during the 1990s even though it is a much smaller company with plants that are less efficient than ford
s why does toyota continue to have substantial productivity and quality advantages long after knowledge of the toyota production system has diffused to competitors the
answer according to jeff dyer is that toyota and chrysler have been the first in their industry to recognize that the fundamental unit of competition has changed from the
individual firm to the extended enterprise in this book dyer demonstrates the power of collaborative advantage arguing that in the future competitive advantage will
increasingly be created by teams of companies rather than by the single firm managers who do not recognize this development regardless of their industry are in danger of
adopting the wrong strategies for their firms dyer draws on eight years of study of the automotive industry including a wealth of data from interviews with over 200
executives and surveys of over 500 suppliers as he offers detailed case studies of toyota and chrysler to show managers how to create collaborative advantage with their
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supplier networks dyer demonstrates how to build trust in the extended enterprise how to exploit and manage knowledge describing how toyota manages knowledge across
organizational boundaries and how to create advantages through dedicated asset investments in turn these processes generate stunning performance advantages and an identity
for the extended enterprise to be successful in future years executives will have to convert their corporations into fully integrated extended enterprises in collaborative
advantage jeff dyer shows them how this handbook is the first to explore the extensive applications made with bioplastics biocomposites for the packaging automotive
biomedical and construction industries bioplastics and biocomposites are becoming increasingly prominent because synthetic plastics and glass fiber composites are neither
sustainable nor environmentally friendly the handbook of bioplastics and biocomposites engineering applications brings together scientists from academia and industry to report
on current research and applications in the bioplastics and biocomposites arena this new science is interdisciplinary and integrates pure and applied sciences such as chemistry
engineering and materials science the handbook focuses on five main categories of applications packaging civil engineering biomedical automotive general engineering the
majority of the chapters review the properties processing characterization synthesis and applications of the bio based and biodegradable polymers and composites including
polymers such as polylactic acid pla polyhydroxybutyrate phb guar gum based plastics cellulose polyesters starch based bioplastics vegetable oil derived bioplastics
biopolyethylene chitosan etc thermoplastic and thermosetting bioplastics and biocomposites with a focus on the automobile industry the ways how to improve the properties of
bioplastics polymer blends and biocomposites by combining them with both synthetic and natural fillers and reinforcements such as nanoclays nanotubes cnts and natural fibers
both wood and plant fibers studies that expand the boundaries of bioplastics that will allow for the new materials to be applied to most generic engineering applications the
handbook will be of central interest to engineers scientists and researchers who are working in the fields of bioplastics biocomposites biomaterials for biomedical engineering
biochemistry and materials science the book will also be of great importance to engineers in many industries including automotive biomedical construction and food packaging a
fast company blogger and former mckinsey consultant profiles the next generation business strategists the outthinkers outthinkers are entrepreneurs and corporate leaders
with a new playbook they see opportunities others ignore challenge dogma others accept as truth rally resources others cannot influence and unleash new strategies that
disrupt their markets outthink the competition proves that business competition is undergoing a fundamental paradigm shift and that during such revolutions outthinkers beat
traditionalists outthink the competition presents stories of breakthrough companies like apple google vistaprint and rosetta stone whose stunning performances defy traditional
explanation and will inspire readers to outthink the competition core concepts in the book include discover the eight dimensions of disruption learn to play by the outthinker
playbook develop the five habits of the outthinker implement the outthinker process it s time to buck tradition in order to stay ahead outthink the competition and uncover
opportunities hiding in plain sight the first major behind the scenes account of the history passage and impact of the americans with disabilities act ada the landmark moment
for disability rights the americans with disabilities act ada is the widest ranging and most comprehensive piece of civil rights legislation ever passed in the united states and it
has become the model for disability based laws around the world yet the surprising story behind how the bill came to be is little known in this riveting account acclaimed
disability scholar lennard j davis delivers the first on the ground narrative of how a band of leftist berkeley hippies managed to make an alliance with upper crust conservative
republicans to bring about a truly bipartisan bill based on extensive interviews with all the major players involved including legislators and activists davis recreates the
dramatic tension of a story that is anything but a dry account of bills and speeches rather it s filled with one indefatigable character after another culminating in explosive
moments when the hidden army of the disability community stages scenes like the iconic capitol crawl or an event when students stormed gallaudet university demanding a
deaf president now from inside the offices of newly formed disability groups to secret breakfast meetings surreptitiously held outside the white house grounds here we meet
countless unsung characters including political heavyweights and disability advocates on the front lines you want to fight an angered ted kennedy would shout in an upstairs
room at the capitol while negotiating the final details of the ada congressman tony coelho whose parents once thought him to be possessed by the devil because of his epilepsy
later became the bill s primary sponsor there s justin dart adorned in disability power buttons and his signature cowboy hat who took to the road canvassing 50 states and people
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like patrisha wright also known as the general arlene myerson or the brains architect bob funk and visionary mary lou breslin who left the hippie highlands of the west to
pursue equal rights in the marble halls of dc 2006 shingo prize for excellence in manufacturing research lean production has been proven unbeatable in organizing production
operations yet the majority of attempts to implement lean end in disappointing results the critical factor so often overlooked is that lean implementation requires day to day
hour by hour management practices and skills that leaders in conventional batch and queue environments are neither familiar nor comfortable with creating a lean culture
helps lean leaders succeed in their personal batch to lean transformation it provides a practical guide to implementing the missing links needed to sustain a lean implementation
mann provides critical guidance on developing and using the key elements of a lean management system including leader standard work visual controls daily accountability
processes maintaining a process focus managing key hr issues and much more in addition a questionnaire is included to help assess current management practices and monitor
progress february issue includes appendix entitled directory of united states government periodicals and subscription publications september issue includes list of depository
libraries june and december issues include semiannual index the secret to getting gifts and making donors feel like winners know the best approaches to people centered
fundraising understand the role of executive director fundraisers program managers and volunteers in the win win framework the importance of listening the case for a donor
centered approach and the direct ways these concepts can be applied in a variety of fundraising settings includes numerous real world examples taken from the author s own
experience as chief philanthropy officer in nonprofits and as a leader in a well known national nonprofit consulting company thomas d wilson is the vice president and western
regional manager for campbell company his career in fundraising spans more than 25 years and includes building successful campaigns from inception reinvigorating stalled
initiatives and board staff training popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home
improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle the
kenya gazette is an official publication of the government of the republic of kenya it contains notices of new legislation notices required to be published by law or policy as well
as other announcements that are published for general public information it is published every week usually on friday with occasional releases of special or supplementary
editions within the week although the author and his wife have been anchored to their last address for the past seventeen years the theme of this book is to not sink roots it
starts with a day to day narrative of travel in europe while the author enjoyed the thrills and challenges of a year s sabbatical after a tour of england and scotland he explores
the continent france the bdr west germany the ddr e germany czechoslovakia current czech republic and poland before settling in for the winter in the town of rastatt located
in the german state of baden württemberg not far from the e bank of the rhine river resuming travel in the spring he explores spain and undertakes a brief foray into the
north african state of morocco france switzerland italy greece and turkey follow returning via ferry stops were made in the coastal towns of croatia dubrovnik split zadar pag
finally covering slovania with its capital ljubljana the next section of the book is another adventure of sorts designing and building your own dream home in owner builder the
author recounts the problems he encountered while he acted as his own contractor coordinating the various subcontractors to work together to get the job done he gained
experience that convinced him that he would not want to do it again in the last stories in the book the author concentrates on moving experiences leaving quail ridge is about
selling his dream home and finding liquid amber details the adventures of landing at his current domicile in irvine california stitched together these stories weave tales of
reality that grab your attention like few others the kenya gazette is an official publication of the government of the republic of kenya it contains notices of new legislation
notices required to be published by law or policy as well as other announcements that are published for general public information it is published every week usually on friday
with occasional releases of special or supplementary editions within the week are you looking for a journey that will take you through this amazing obok along with funny
comments and a word puzzle then this book is for you whether you are looking at this book for curiosity choices options or just for fun this book fits any criteria writing this
book did not happen quickly it is thorough look at accuracy and foundation before the book was even started this book was created to inform entertain and maybe even test
your knowledge by the time you finish reading this book you will want to share it with others good content is everywhere in our digital world we are content rich but
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quality poor good content surrounds us but it begs to be collected transformed and shared and who better to distill and dismantle it for the benefit of learning communities than
today s learning and development professional curation isn t novel in itself and there s much to learn from the successes of others news sites commonly curate stories adding
their own analysis retailers and marketers crowdsource ideas from consumers businesses build curation strategies to leverage product reviews ready set curate shows you how
to elevate the most important content from an endless sea of learning information and offers strategies to better connect with your audience using case studies and relevant
examples eight curation experts share tips and best practices for creating a curation strategy and collecting content that is relevant to your learning communities
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Popular Mechanics

1992-12

popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital
technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle

Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1994

1993

popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital
technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle

Popular Mechanics

1992-12

popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital
technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle

Popular Mechanics

1992-12

total car care is the most complete step by step automotive repair manual you ll ever use all repair procedures are supported by detailed specifications exploded views and
photographs from the simplest repair procedure to the most complex trust chilton s total car care to give you everything you need to do the job save time and money by doing
it yourself with the confidence only a chilton repair manual can provide

Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1994

1993
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popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital
technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle

Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1995

1994

developments in lubricant technology examines all stages of lubricant formulations production and applications developments in lubricant technology describes the basics of
lubricant formulations and their application in variety of equipment and engines divided into twenty chapters this book provides an introduction to lubricant technology for
users young scientists and engineers desirous of understanding this subject the book covers all major classes of lubricants including base oils mineral chemically modified and
synthetic followed by the description of chemical additives and their evaluation a brief chapter on the friction wear and lubrication has been provided to understand the
behaviour of lubricants in equipment major industrial oils such as turbine hydraulic gear compressor and metal working fluids have been described automotive engine gear
and transmission oils for passenger cars commercial vehicles rail road marine natural gas engines and 2t 4t small engines have been discussed at length with latest specifications
and global trends various synthetic oils and environmentally friendly products have also been described in the relevant chapters to understand the critical applications of such
products in modern equipment and engines finally lubricants blending technology quality control their storage handling re refining and condition monitoring in equipment
have been discussed along with the typical lubricant tests and their significance

Chilton's Toyota Corolla 1990-93 Repair Manual

1994

an important and timely book that engages a uniquely critical perspective on the liberal ideology of social cohesion from a labour perspective i can think of no other source
with the depth of analysis and range of case studies colin mooers editor of the new imperialists ideologies of empire as working people s lives become increasingly fragmented
competitive and unequal debates about social cohesion capture the unease of contemporary society over growing economic restructuring solidarity first examines the concept
and practice of social cohesion in terms of its impact on and significance for workers in canada it will be of interest to students and scholars in the fields of public policy political
science sociology and labour studies

Popular Mechanics

1992-12

why has chrysler been twice as profitable as gm and ford during the 1990s even though it is a much smaller company with plants that are less efficient than ford s why does
toyota continue to have substantial productivity and quality advantages long after knowledge of the toyota production system has diffused to competitors the answer according
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to jeff dyer is that toyota and chrysler have been the first in their industry to recognize that the fundamental unit of competition has changed from the individual firm to the
extended enterprise in this book dyer demonstrates the power of collaborative advantage arguing that in the future competitive advantage will increasingly be created by
teams of companies rather than by the single firm managers who do not recognize this development regardless of their industry are in danger of adopting the wrong strategies
for their firms dyer draws on eight years of study of the automotive industry including a wealth of data from interviews with over 200 executives and surveys of over 500
suppliers as he offers detailed case studies of toyota and chrysler to show managers how to create collaborative advantage with their supplier networks dyer demonstrates how
to build trust in the extended enterprise how to exploit and manage knowledge describing how toyota manages knowledge across organizational boundaries and how to create
advantages through dedicated asset investments in turn these processes generate stunning performance advantages and an identity for the extended enterprise to be successful
in future years executives will have to convert their corporations into fully integrated extended enterprises in collaborative advantage jeff dyer shows them how

Audit Report and Accounts of the Kgalagadi District Council for the Year Ended ...

2002

this handbook is the first to explore the extensive applications made with bioplastics biocomposites for the packaging automotive biomedical and construction industries
bioplastics and biocomposites are becoming increasingly prominent because synthetic plastics and glass fiber composites are neither sustainable nor environmentally friendly the
handbook of bioplastics and biocomposites engineering applications brings together scientists from academia and industry to report on current research and applications in the
bioplastics and biocomposites arena this new science is interdisciplinary and integrates pure and applied sciences such as chemistry engineering and materials science the
handbook focuses on five main categories of applications packaging civil engineering biomedical automotive general engineering the majority of the chapters review the
properties processing characterization synthesis and applications of the bio based and biodegradable polymers and composites including polymers such as polylactic acid pla
polyhydroxybutyrate phb guar gum based plastics cellulose polyesters starch based bioplastics vegetable oil derived bioplastics biopolyethylene chitosan etc thermoplastic and
thermosetting bioplastics and biocomposites with a focus on the automobile industry the ways how to improve the properties of bioplastics polymer blends and biocomposites by
combining them with both synthetic and natural fillers and reinforcements such as nanoclays nanotubes cnts and natural fibers both wood and plant fibers studies that expand
the boundaries of bioplastics that will allow for the new materials to be applied to most generic engineering applications the handbook will be of central interest to engineers
scientists and researchers who are working in the fields of bioplastics biocomposites biomaterials for biomedical engineering biochemistry and materials science the book will
also be of great importance to engineers in many industries including automotive biomedical construction and food packaging

Proceedings

1996

a fast company blogger and former mckinsey consultant profiles the next generation business strategists the outthinkers outthinkers are entrepreneurs and corporate leaders
with a new playbook they see opportunities others ignore challenge dogma others accept as truth rally resources others cannot influence and unleash new strategies that
disrupt their markets outthink the competition proves that business competition is undergoing a fundamental paradigm shift and that during such revolutions outthinkers beat
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traditionalists outthink the competition presents stories of breakthrough companies like apple google vistaprint and rosetta stone whose stunning performances defy traditional
explanation and will inspire readers to outthink the competition core concepts in the book include discover the eight dimensions of disruption learn to play by the outthinker
playbook develop the five habits of the outthinker implement the outthinker process it s time to buck tradition in order to stay ahead outthink the competition and uncover
opportunities hiding in plain sight

Audit Report and Accounts of the Central District Council for the Year Ended ...

2003

the first major behind the scenes account of the history passage and impact of the americans with disabilities act ada the landmark moment for disability rights the americans
with disabilities act ada is the widest ranging and most comprehensive piece of civil rights legislation ever passed in the united states and it has become the model for disability
based laws around the world yet the surprising story behind how the bill came to be is little known in this riveting account acclaimed disability scholar lennard j davis delivers
the first on the ground narrative of how a band of leftist berkeley hippies managed to make an alliance with upper crust conservative republicans to bring about a truly
bipartisan bill based on extensive interviews with all the major players involved including legislators and activists davis recreates the dramatic tension of a story that is
anything but a dry account of bills and speeches rather it s filled with one indefatigable character after another culminating in explosive moments when the hidden army of
the disability community stages scenes like the iconic capitol crawl or an event when students stormed gallaudet university demanding a deaf president now from inside the
offices of newly formed disability groups to secret breakfast meetings surreptitiously held outside the white house grounds here we meet countless unsung characters
including political heavyweights and disability advocates on the front lines you want to fight an angered ted kennedy would shout in an upstairs room at the capitol while
negotiating the final details of the ada congressman tony coelho whose parents once thought him to be possessed by the devil because of his epilepsy later became the bill s
primary sponsor there s justin dart adorned in disability power buttons and his signature cowboy hat who took to the road canvassing 50 states and people like patrisha wright
also known as the general arlene myerson or the brains architect bob funk and visionary mary lou breslin who left the hippie highlands of the west to pursue equal rights in
the marble halls of dc

Audit Report on the Accounts of Central District Council for the Year Ended 31 March ...

2000

2006 shingo prize for excellence in manufacturing research lean production has been proven unbeatable in organizing production operations yet the majority of attempts to
implement lean end in disappointing results the critical factor so often overlooked is that lean implementation requires day to day hour by hour management practices and
skills that leaders in conventional batch and queue environments are neither familiar nor comfortable with creating a lean culture helps lean leaders succeed in their personal
batch to lean transformation it provides a practical guide to implementing the missing links needed to sustain a lean implementation mann provides critical guidance on
developing and using the key elements of a lean management system including leader standard work visual controls daily accountability processes maintaining a process focus
managing key hr issues and much more in addition a questionnaire is included to help assess current management practices and monitor progress
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Developments in Lubricant Technology

2014-08-25

february issue includes appendix entitled directory of united states government periodicals and subscription publications september issue includes list of depository libraries
june and december issues include semiannual index

Solidarity First

2009-01-01

the secret to getting gifts and making donors feel like winners know the best approaches to people centered fundraising understand the role of executive director fundraisers
program managers and volunteers in the win win framework the importance of listening the case for a donor centered approach and the direct ways these concepts can be
applied in a variety of fundraising settings includes numerous real world examples taken from the author s own experience as chief philanthropy officer in nonprofits and as a
leader in a well known national nonprofit consulting company thomas d wilson is the vice president and western regional manager for campbell company his career in
fundraising spans more than 25 years and includes building successful campaigns from inception reinvigorating stalled initiatives and board staff training

Collaborative Advantage

2000-11-16

popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital
technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle

Report of the Auditor General on the Accounts of the North East District Council for the Year Ended ...

2003

the kenya gazette is an official publication of the government of the republic of kenya it contains notices of new legislation notices required to be published by law or policy as
well as other announcements that are published for general public information it is published every week usually on friday with occasional releases of special or supplementary
editions within the week
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Audit Report and Accounts of the Gaborone City Council for the Year Ended ...

2002

although the author and his wife have been anchored to their last address for the past seventeen years the theme of this book is to not sink roots it starts with a day to day
narrative of travel in europe while the author enjoyed the thrills and challenges of a year s sabbatical after a tour of england and scotland he explores the continent france the
bdr west germany the ddr e germany czechoslovakia current czech republic and poland before settling in for the winter in the town of rastatt located in the german state of
baden württemberg not far from the e bank of the rhine river resuming travel in the spring he explores spain and undertakes a brief foray into the north african state of
morocco france switzerland italy greece and turkey follow returning via ferry stops were made in the coastal towns of croatia dubrovnik split zadar pag finally covering
slovania with its capital ljubljana the next section of the book is another adventure of sorts designing and building your own dream home in owner builder the author recounts
the problems he encountered while he acted as his own contractor coordinating the various subcontractors to work together to get the job done he gained experience that
convinced him that he would not want to do it again in the last stories in the book the author concentrates on moving experiences leaving quail ridge is about selling his dream
home and finding liquid amber details the adventures of landing at his current domicile in irvine california stitched together these stories weave tales of reality that grab your
attention like few others

Report of the Auditor General on the Accounts of Ghanzi District Council for the Year Ended 31 March ...

2002

the kenya gazette is an official publication of the government of the republic of kenya it contains notices of new legislation notices required to be published by law or policy as
well as other announcements that are published for general public information it is published every week usually on friday with occasional releases of special or supplementary
editions within the week

Handbook of Bioplastics and Biocomposites Engineering Applications

2011-09-15

are you looking for a journey that will take you through this amazing obok along with funny comments and a word puzzle then this book is for you whether you are looking
at this book for curiosity choices options or just for fun this book fits any criteria writing this book did not happen quickly it is thorough look at accuracy and foundation before
the book was even started this book was created to inform entertain and maybe even test your knowledge by the time you finish reading this book you will want to share it
with others
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Outthink the Competition

2011-12-20

good content is everywhere in our digital world we are content rich but quality poor good content surrounds us but it begs to be collected transformed and shared and who
better to distill and dismantle it for the benefit of learning communities than today s learning and development professional curation isn t novel in itself and there s much to
learn from the successes of others news sites commonly curate stories adding their own analysis retailers and marketers crowdsource ideas from consumers businesses build
curation strategies to leverage product reviews ready set curate shows you how to elevate the most important content from an endless sea of learning information and offers
strategies to better connect with your audience using case studies and relevant examples eight curation experts share tips and best practices for creating a curation strategy and
collecting content that is relevant to your learning communities

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents

1993

Enabling Acts

2016-06-07

Creating a Lean Culture

2005-05-13

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications

1993
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Winning Gifts

2008-04-04

Business Periodicals Index

1994

Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent and Trademark Office

1993

Report of the Auditor General on the Accounts of the Lobatse Town Council for the Year Ended 31st March ...

2003

Internal Combustion Industrial Forklift Trucks from Japan

2000

Popular Mechanics

1996-07

Audit Report on the Accounts of the Lobatse Town Council for the Year Ended 31st March ...

2001
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Kenya Gazette

1994-01-07

Flexible Domiciles

2013-06

Popular Mechanics

1992

Kenya Gazette

1994-01-07

Car and Driver

2000

Cycle World Magazine

2006-01

100 Hybrid Cars You Will Love to Own

2014-06-13
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Cases Decided in United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit

1984

Ready, Set, Curate

2015-12-18
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